
I was able to easily crank the AMPs power up to the 15 foot-pound level I wanted 
virtue of its three power-adjustment features. Unfortunately, velocity consistency on the 
brand-new Air Max pistol left much to be desired. Matter of fact it was downright erratic; 
more-so than an unregulated gun. In fact so erratic that I dove headlong into the gun, 
thinking even if I didn't find the problem I'd at least learn to work on it. 

Once apart, I thoroughly degreased everything inside the AMP, scrubbed the 
bore, and drilled and tapped the grip-frame to anchor the ass-end of the barrel with a 
set-screw; that being the biggest issue and remedy described in others’ forum posts. 
The AMP was easy enough to work on that I even took the Belleville washers out of the 
regulator to clean and inspect them for correct orientation. They were dry and oriented 
correctly from the factory, and I found no gremlins responsible for the erratic velocities. 

On reassembly, unfortunately the velocity issue persisted. So I started monkeying 
with the power-adjusting features in hopes of finding consistency; hopefully still at high 
power. After backing the transfer-port screw out of the way of air flow, I searched for a 
combination of regulator and hammer-spring adjustments that would return high power 
and consistent velocities. After a lot of adjusting, best I could get was an unregulated-
type power-band of disappointing shot-count.

18.1 grain JSB, 2800 PSI, 15 shots- Low= 591, Hi= 625, ES= 34, SD= 11, Av= 607 FPS/14.8 FP 
Five consecutive five-shot groups at 35 yards averaged 1.31” center-to-center. 

Accuracy wasn't bad, but unexciting. So I put the gun away for awhile. After a 
couple subsequent test sessions yielded similar results, "awhile" became quite awhile.

Occasionally I'd handle and admire the gun, thinking how nice a pistol it could be 
if performance was as impressive as the features and (subjective) ‘feel'. I also did a lot 
of pondering about how to achieve regulated consistency from the regulated pistol.

No epiphany forthcoming, I searched the airgun forum for clues. Specifically, 
other folks' Air Max Precision testing and ‘smithing results. More specifically, I searched 
for regulated-consistency shot-strings I'd seen posted months before. Locating those 
posts and based on that information, I tried reducing the hammer-spring tension in 
hopes of finding consistency at saner power levels. But to maintain high velocity at 
reduced power, I switched to lighter, 16 grain Air Arms pellets for testing. BINGO!

16 grain Air Arms, 3000 PSI, 30 shots- Lo= 581, Hi= 606, ES= 26, SD= 9, Av= 596 FPS/12.6 FP 

Happy to have finally found good consistency and twice as many shots per 
charge, I wondered if maybe, hopefully, the changes in velocity, consistency and ammo 
might also produce better accuracy. So after mounting a 2.5-8X pistol scope, I com-
menced serious bench-rest accuracy testing. With crossed fingers! 

I conduct accuracy testing at the far end of distances I consider appropriate for a 
gun’s intended application. Consequently, I usually test meager-power air pistols at 15 



to 20 yards, medium-power air pistols at 25 to 35 yards, and magnum air pistols at 35 to 
50; “meager”, “medium” and “magnum” power defined by my own opinions. 

Most field target pistols being of medium to magnum power, I usually test them at 
the maximum field target distance of 35 yards. And since the tuned .22 Air Max is what I 
consider medium to magnum power, I felt 35 yards a suitably long range to wring it out. 

The first five-shot group at 35 yards went just over an inch. It being 1:00 AM and 
30 degrees, I couldn’t resist trying another group; else I wouldn’t get any sleep anyway. 
The next five pellets were downright painful to load, but I persevered. And though that 
group measured just .75” c-t-c, I had no choice but abort the testing to thaw my frozen 
digits in a hot shower! By then it was 2:00 AM. Nevertheless, sleep did not come easily.

Gusty winds the next day prevented any meaningful accuracy testing until the 
wind lay just before sunset. So I shot as many 35 yard groups as possible before dark.

Considering all the trials and tribulations I’d endured with the AMP and Ocelot 
pistols, the .70” c-t-c average of five consecutive five-shot groups at 35 yards was not 
only extremely gratifying, but a huge relief! I couldn’t wait to test the Air Max again. 

Unfortunately conditions were not ideal the next day. However, the variable winds 
seemed light enough to at least confirm whether yesterday’s excellent results simply 
fluke. Not likely, considering they were an average of five consecutive five-shot groups.    

Besides being well-inspired, I’d grown familiar enough with the pistol, scope, my 
rest and firing behavior of the AMP to feel unusually well ‘dialed-in’. Wondering if that 
might be my imagination during the first couple groups, the dialed-in feeling persisted 
through all five groups I was able to get in before losing shooting light. 

Apparently the feeling wasn’t my imagination, as the five groups calculated to an 
extremely impressive .61” center-to-center! Since I consider 3/4” average groups at 35 
yards to be pistol field target-worthy accuracy, all questions about the Air Max’s 
potentials had been answered in no uncertain terms. YES!!!

Though it took no small amount of tinkering, testing and monkeying, the cheap… 
I mean, BARGAIN Chinese PCP pistol shoots way beyond its $200 price-tag.


